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INTRODUCTION
Hello, sweet friend.
You’re here because you’re ready for a life that’s
filled to the brim with people who light you up, a
career that fulfills you, a partner who’s absolutely
butterfly-inducing, and a to-do list you really,
actually want to work through.
Yes? Yes.
I thought so.
Many of us (my younger self very much included)
assume that if we do The Right Things a thrilling life
will just fall into our laps. If we read enough selfhelp books and drink enough green juice life’s just
bound to be amazing, right?
While life is, in fact, better when you read and eat your vegetables,

it’s exponentially better when you decide to live it
on purpose.
Living your life on purpose looks different for everyone. One person’s gratitude journal is
another person’s Evernote app is another person’s meditation practice - which is why I
asked 17 of my favorite happy, successful women how they live their lives on purpose.
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Their answers astounded and educated me.
In the following pages you’ll find approximately a million tips and suggestions for a lifebetter-lived from women who know.

And when you’re ready for some really big
changes, I hope you’ll check out my book Soul
Sessions: A 5-week Guide To Crafting Greater Joy
+ Making Big Things Happen In Life.
BUY NOW
It’s been helping women all over the world accomplish big things + big changes.
Read on for a life that excites you!
More joy every day,
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MARA
GLATZEL
Identify My
Spark

How do you identify your spark? Do you have
any rituals that help you return to your truest,
most centered self?
I define my spark as that quick, quiet moment of
noticing that something has peeked my interest.
For years this moment was so slight, I barely
realized that it was happening. Now, I notice it in
the intake of breath when something catches my
eye. Or the feeling of recognition in my heart. Or
the goosebumps that creep up my neck.
When that spark shows itself, I work to not second guess it. I don’t ask myself why I have
a sudden desire to start painting or taking an African dance class. I don’t tell myself that
I shouldn’t want to do that thing just because I have never done it before. I don’t have to
make my yearning mean anything or to qualify it in anyway. I honor it because I want to
live a sparkly life and that following it helps me get there.
However, I’ve noticed that it is incredibly difficult to notice my own spark if I am
exhausted or overwhelmed. When I find myself feeling particularly dismal or lessthan-sparkly, I find my center by taking a peek at my self-care. Do I need sleep? Am I
dehydrated? Have I been eating too much sugar?
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I return to my center by keeping it incredibly simple and examining my self-care on a
granular level. I am kind to myself in this moment. I don’t try to do it all at once. First
step, a sip of water or a nap or a delicious meal. Then, I look for the spark.

How do you not get caught up in “doing it all?”
Ha! This is so tricky! Over the last couple of years, I have cultivated a peaceful
coexistence with my to do list. I have cultivated a bit of a ritual around it where I write
down the things that I want to do for the week every Sunday evening on a beautiful piece
of colored paper. Then, I look at the list and ask myself a few questions…
• Could a human being reasonably accomplish the things on this list?
(Because I’m not a magician.)
• Can I do the things that I’ve written here while also taking really good care of myself?
(Because I matter.)
• Do I really WANT to do everything that I’ve written here?
(Because, if the answer is no… I will drag my feet and hate it.)
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By asking myself these questions I have been able to create more reasonable, goodfeeling lists. Lists that are brimming with things that are inspiring and challenging, but
things that I truly want to dedicate my time to.

Here’s the thing: We cannot do it all.
Something has got to give, always. And, I have made the decision for my life to prioritize
the things that are really important to me – taking care of myself, showing up fully in my
relationships, and bringing the brightest version of myself to my business. If I am unable
to do those things, I have to find a couple of things on my list to remove or put off for
another week.

What are some things you’ve said ‘no’ to so you can focus on what’s most important
to you? What are you currently saying ‘no’ to?
For much of my life, I prided myself on being the kind of woman who almost never said
no. I would suck up my resentment and frustration, and choose the needs of others
over my own needs. I would make myself small in my desires, easily palatable, because
I believed for many years that my worth was defined by how much I gave to others.
However, I hated feeling frustrated and resentful. Ultimately I needed to learn a new way
of showing up in my life and in my relationships, so that I could feel free to give with an
open heart and not out of that enmeshed place of constant obligation.
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These days, I say no to a lot of things. I try to keep my calendar as streamlined and open
as possible, so that I can say yes to the book that I am writing, to my clients, and to my
partner. These days, I try to say no to the things that I feel like I should do or to the things
I would only be saying yes to in order to make someone else happy.
I say no whenever I need to – whenever I’m not fully on board with something.
And, I absolutely say no whenever I feel like I want to say yes so that someone would
like me, because I want to be liked for who I am and not what I can do for them.
What do you always say “yes” to?

I always say yes to myself.
I say yes to resting more, playing on the beach, and going out of my way to make the
most delicious food that I can imagine for myself – even if it’s only me that I’m cooking
for. I say yes to the perfect cup of coffee and showers that are longer than they need
to be. I say yes to the tug of my creativity, working to ply her with the resources that
spark her interest. I say yes as a practice, because I have noticed that in saying yes – and
granting myself permission to want what I want – I become a little bit happier and more
fulfilled, everyday.
And I almost always say yes to my sweetheart.

Read more about Maria at MariaGlatzel.com.
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MARY BETH
LARUE &
JACKI CARR
The Gifts of
Imperfection +
Your ‘Shift’ List

How do you let go of the chase for perfection?
Jacki: Great question. I have recently been
re-reading Brene Brown’s book, The Gifts of
Imperfection. I literally have notes written in every
other margin, post-it tabs stuck all over this
book and highly recommend it to people weekly.
Go read it now! And from flipping through my
notes, my recent mantra or declaration I have
been rocking is this: “My imperfections are a
gateway to connection”. In understanding that
we are all imperfect, have had our heart broken,
are living in the light and dark within; I can then
choose connection over judgement, being over proving, and acceptance over my own
raging ego. The chase for perfection shifts to becomes a dance in imperfection, be it in
my living room alone or with some amazing human beings getting weird.
How do you know when you’ve “arrived” or finally “made it happen?”
Mary Beth: There’s absolutely nothing better than that feeling when you know you’ve
brought something into fruition. We all have ideas but when we can trust in that idea
and put our heart and soul into it, we’re truly invested. So to see it bloom is like a wish
come true. We’ve had many of those times with Rock Your Bliss but a few stand out for
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me in particular – when we were sitting cross-legged on my living room floor stamping
notebooks with our logo for our retreat-goers; standing on top of a mountain speaking
our truths at Wanderlust Festival; traveling from city to city on tour for Rock Your Bliss.
How do you identify your spark? Do you have any rituals that help you return to your
truest, most centered self?
Mary Beth: I know when I’m on – things happen easily without much effort, I feel radiant
and energetic, I’m kind and compassionate. But I also have many days when I’m not on.
For those days, I have a variety of things that help me shift – a spin bike or a yoga mat,
a green juice, time alone to write or even just marinate, and sometimes I even put on
country music and clean my house. I don’t know why that last one does the trick but for
my Iowan, Virgo self it does.

How do find the courage to jump into a new adventure?
Jacki: I do love me some adventures. I have learned that trying something new, leaning
into the fear of failure, and being open to looking absolutely foolish actually really fuels
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my fire and expands this life game. Note: I do have a hard time when I don’t know the
answer, when I am wrong (often) or when I am not great at something right away (like
rock climbing or surfing). Obviously, I have to check my ego often to live it big. So to find
the courage, I check in and align with my core values (that deep truth), I check in with
what I am committing to (saying YES to) and I go all in, totally open to the mystery of
what I will learn. There is no halfway with adventures and courage.
What does living a life of meaning mean to you? Paint us a picture.
Mary Beth: Bounding out of bed because my purpose calls to me – whether that’s
teaching a yoga class, walking my bulldog or sitting on my meditation cushion. When I
look back I know I’ll never remember the emails or even the blog posts that I wrote, but
I’ll remember those moments in time when I felt connected and alive. On my yoga mat.
Around a table with friends. With my husband and our pup. Exploring a new city. That’s
the stuff that counts and I never want to take it for granted.
What do you do daily, weekly, and yearly to make sure you’re taking steps towards
your ‘Most Important Thing?’
Jacki: I have a shift list. That is right, a list of action items that I know are tried and true to
shift me and reconnect me to my true self. There are days my inner critic is an absolute
@ssh&le in the comparison game. Those days I refer to the list way more than others to
keep on track and keep truly showing up for myself, my family, my friends, and for the
World. On that list are actions like: take a deep breath, listen to Michael Jackson’s Man
in the Mirror song, go hike a mountain, go to yoga, read, kiss my man, snuggle the dog,
or a living room dance session. It is a long list and it reminds me that I am responsible for
my actions, my energy, my life. No one is going to live this radical life for me, so I better
check in and check up so I can keep stepping towards that ‘Most Important Thing’.

Read more about Mary Beth and Jacki at RockYourBlissMovement.com.
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MARIE
DENEE

Stories for the
Grandchildren

How do find the courage to jump into a new
adventure?
Well, I just recently moved to Atlanta on a leap
of faith for the business, life, and change. Being a
military brat, newness is all I have grown up doing.
But, as a young one, I realized that I did not want
to live life with regrets and would rather have
stories for the grandchildren. I suppose this is all
about perspective. Right?
It is becoming easier or as the challenges get
greater, taking that first leap has been easier ONLY
because as I look back at all of the leaps I have
made and how I made it through those challenges.
I have also realized that those things I have been
scared of the most to do happen to be the biggest
blessings. Working through the fear is also a bit of a high as I am in this current place of
self-exploration. I have found that the more of those fears and challenges I conquer, the
more I accomplish! Personal style INCLUDED!
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You only live once
and I live for the day
that I can tell the many
hilarious stories to my
grandchildren about their
grandmother and her
colorful random life!
Also, in all seriousness, my faith has been
one that guides me.
How do you let go of the chase for
perfection?
I am a Virgo. By nature we are perfectionists.
This one is hard because if we are not
pushing to be the best US, then we are not
happy or satisfied.
For me, this has been a growing pain of
mine. One that has once stifled my growth
and locked me in a place of fear. But once I realized what this chase for perfection was
leading me, I let this go immediately. I stopped beating myself up for not hitting my
goals, achieving the numbers I wanted, or being where I THOUGHT I needed to be.
I learned to enjoy the process, the ride, and the journey- learning from missteps and
mistakes and misfortunes. Being a blogger is not as glamorous as it tends to look! It is a
hustle and that drive or strive for perfection? It can kill your spirit if you are not careful.
For me, my body took that tool. My body was stressed and I overworked myself,
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focusing on the wrong things. My body checked me hard. My cycle disappeared. I was
hormonal. I was on edge. My mother and sister could not understand what in the hell
was wrong with me. I felt like a mess. Work was no longer fun.
But you see.
I put too much into this to give up and walk away from it. I let go of the ideal situation,
refocused my priorities, and loosened up my outlook on things. At this time (three years
ago) I had seen a few memes about the great leaders who have made mistakes or that
have failed and let me tell you… INSPIRED.

Now, I do not beat myself up if I miss a blog post, if I do not get much traction on a post,
or if no one comments or shows love. I learn from this. Learning what YOU want to read
about. What YOU are looking for and adjust! Changing your perspective on life and
things can LITERALLY do wonders for your health and life!
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How do you not get caught up in “doing it all?”
Ha! Outsource. I am slowly realizing I need help. I need a team. I am blessed with some
dope contributors who help me pull it all together and without them, I would not have the
possibility to step back and work on a 2015 plan for the blog (BTW, I hope you are ready).
I am working on a major redesign (a real one) of the blog, because coding is not my
thing. I know the basics and google, but that will and has only gotten me this far. In
order to be the best Marie and the most productive, I have to illicit help and the RIGHT
resources to grow the brand!
If I had tried to do this all myself, I would fall behind, not get it done at all, and would
beat myself up for not reaching for that goal. Sometimes my dreams scare myself, and
I have and still pray for the right people and resources to be in place to get to what has
been shown to me, given to me in my dreams and visions of the brand!
I KNOW and have learned the hard way that I AM NOT SUPERWOMAN. Ha! I may
try to play to be, but to no avail. I have learned my limits, my edge, and have created
boundaries for myself.
I mean, I want a life, a love, and more and in order to do so, I will have to fire myself from
a few things in order to get IT done! And I am okay with this.
These are just a few of the few ways that I Live a Life on Purpose. One that I am soooo
blessed to be living. One that I would have NEVER dreamed of ever having. So for this, I
do not take for granted the tears, lessons, long hours, limited amount of social life, all for
the sake of a dream and a purpose greater than me.
I am grateful and blessed.

Read more about Marie at TheCurvyFashionista.com.
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SARAH
VON
BARGEN
List After
Lists

On more than one occasion a well-meaning
friend has told me to “let my hair down” or
“loosen up” or “stop with the lists already.”
And while I appreciate their concern* I’m pretty
happy with my life, thankyouverymuch.
I’m happy with my life because I carefully,
conscientiously made it awesome.
Like, on purpose. With lists and journals and stuff.
Here’s how I do that.
1. I think about how I want to feel + do things that make me feel that way
Like pretty much every other woman on the internet, I’m a big fan of The Desire Map,
Danielle LaPorte’s method for happiness and fulfillment. She encourages those of us who
are addicted to our to-do lists and quantifiable goals (“$75K a year with a corner office”)
to instead pinpoint a few core desired feelings and then do things that will create those
feelings.
So instead of a 15-item to-do list, I think of three things I can do today that will make me
feel proud (call my grandma, fix that wobbly chair, go to the gym) and two things I can
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do today that will make me feel psychologically lean (cancel the Netflix subscription I
never use, clean out my junk drawer.)
2. I stopped doing things or hanging out with people who make me feel bad
I’ve never been particularly inclined towards ‘frenemies’ or self-destructive behavior, but
I’ve certainly had my share of embarrassment-inducing friends and activities that I did
out of obligation or a desire to be The Type Of Person Who Can Make A Souffle.
You know what? People who drag you down and activities that suck you dry are a waste
of your time and energy. And who has time for that? Approximately no one.

3. I schedule time to try new things + do things that I love
Yes, I realize it’s not particularly sexy to scrawl ‘1 fun thing’ onto my Every Damn Day
list, but if I don’t make Fun Things a priority? I’ll end the day feeling productive and
accomplished .... and sort of bored and hateful.
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That’s why every year I make a list of new things I want to try and then wrangle my
incredibly patient friends into joining me. That’s why I travel three months a year. That’s
why I carve time into my day for thrifting and new recipes and reading by the river.
Really, filling my life with things I love is an extremely conscious effort. It’s a daily
struggle not to fall down internet hole after internet hole.
4. I plan my social + work life around my introverted nature
Did you know I’m the friendliest, chattiest introvert you’ll ever meet? I’ll introduce myself
to strangers, I’m happy to attend events where I know no one, and I can make friends
with your throw pillow.
But.
After three hours of social interaction, the light inside me turns off and I need to go sit
somewhere quiet, by myself. It took me years to realize this about myself - I wasn’t just
‘tired’ or ‘in a weird mood.’ I’m introverted. Now that I know that, I try to make plans
accordingly. I’m not really interested in more than two social obligations a day and if I’m
in a big group of people for a long time? I’ll invent some sort of ‘errand’ I ‘need’ to run
and then hustle off all by my lonesome for a bit.

Read more about Sarah at YesAndYes.org.
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ASHELY
WILHITE
Live on Your
Own Terms

One of the main reasons I created Your Super
Awesome Life was because I was tired of my life
being a list of “shoulds” and “musts” written by
somebody else. I wanted to live on purpose.
I wanted my life to be built around my values of
authenticity, courage, connection, adventure, and
love (not yearly budgets, annual reports, and stale
coffee). I wanted to do work that thrilled me and
inspired others. I wanted to live on my terms.
I wanted to have the freedom to organize my days around what’s important to me:
learning new things, spending time with people I love, training for races, practicing yoga,
and making the world a better place through coaching.
But I also didn’t want to feel like I have to do it all, because that’s the trap that many of
us fall in to, at one point or another.
We feel stretched too thin. We feel pulled in too many different directions. We feel like
we have to keep it all together, and look fabulous while doing so.
We’re chasing perfection, yet also searching for purpose and balance. And it’s
impossible to have all three without going insane (at least from my experience).
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So let’s break this down.
How do we let go of perfection?
Although it seems super complicated, it’s
actually a simple two step process. First, you
must recognize that you are only human and
humans aren’t perfect. Second, you must learn
to forgive yourself. Every day. Multiple times a
day. Multiple times an hour. Remember, you’re
human and humans make mistakes. The quicker
you can understand this and truly believe
it, the easier it will be quit holding yourself
to impossible standards of perfection (and
ultimately failing to reach them).
How do we live on purpose?
Once you’ve come to accept the fact that you’re
human and you’re not perfect (woohoo!), you
can begin to uncover what’s important to you
and build your life around it. This is how you live
on purpose.
You figure out what lights you up, what excites you, and what you can’t stop thinking
about. Then you do more of that and less of everything else.
You begin saying “no” to things that you’re not interested in, that stress you out, or that
don’t propel you toward your bigger goals. It will seem scary at first, but it gets easier the
more you do it. I promise.
Over the past few months, I’ve started saying no to any TV show that isn’t The Voice
or Pretty Little Liars (and now I have so much more free time to read). I’ve turned down
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second dates with guys who are perfectly nice, but didn’t make me feel butterflies. I’ve
said no to late nights out with friends so that I could wake up early to run. And I’ve said
no to potential clients who didn’t make me super excited to coach them.
And finally, how do we find balance?
I could try to explain my theories to you here, but since it’s already been said
fantastically well by Glennon Doyle Melton in her book, I’ll let her doing the talking here.
“My yoga teacher taught me that balance happens when opposing forces press equally
against an object… I have marriage pressing in and kids pressing in and work pressing in,
and church pressing in and friends pressing in and I think all of these powerful, worthy
forces work together to keep me solid, upright, and balanced. When it feels like one is
pushing too hard and I get wobbly, I just focus on strengthening the others up a bit. And
I just make sure that everything causing tension is worthy of pressing on me… Maybe we
can think of that tension as holding us up instead of tearing us down. It would be a great
tragedy to have nothing important pressing in at all.”
– Glennon Doyle Melton in Carry On, Warrior

Read more about Ashely at YourSuperAwesomeLife.com.
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MEGAN TE
BOEKHORST
Saying “No”
More Often +
Doing It All

It took me a very long time to figure out how I
live with depression. How I live, not survive. For
years, I just did what it took to get by. I wasn’t
really appreciating the life I had or living it to its
full potential. So I am beyond thrilled to be sharing
how I live on purpose, because I finally figured it
out.
What does living a life of meaning mean?
There’s this magical moment in goal coaching,
where someone finds their spark. It’s a moment
where their whole body changes. It vibrates positive energy. I remember the first time
I felt it in myself and I especially remember the first time I saw it in someone I was
coaching. The ‘ah-ha’ moment of figuring out what you truly want to do in life -- what
you are meant to do. Living a life of meaning is following that path of doing what you
truly want. When you are true to yourself and connected with who you want to be in this
world, you can contribute to it in the most meaningful way. When you feel fulfilled and
authentic, you are living a life of meaning.
How do you identify your spark?
For me, it has always come in meditation. Sometimes, it is quietly sitting on my bedroom
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floor, thumbing my mala beads with a candle burning softly beside me. Deep breaths in
that quiet moment give me time and space to look inward and reflect on the important
questions: how do I want to show up in the world? Who do I want to be? Other times,
it’s in guided goal coaching meditation. Being guided to ask myself the questions that
can be the flame to ignite that spark. It all comes together in that quiet moment.
Guided meditations are really great if you’re just starting or feel really disconnected from
yourself. There’s one available in the authentic goals toolkit available to in a sequoia
subscribers and I really recommend going through the entire toolkit to reconnect and
find that spark.

How do you not get caught up in “doing it all?”
Opportunities behind every door in this world, and it’s a beautiful thing. But to find
balance, we need to know when to say no. Which is okay. People often feel guilt when
saying ‘no’, and it’s a hard process to let this go. We first have to realize that to bring
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meaning and purpose to a project, we must be able to bring our best self. But if we are
involved in ‘it all’, this is an impossible task. It begins to reach a point where you’re doing
more harm than good when you don’t say ‘no’. Find the balance.
Often I ask myself if the opportunity aligns with who I want to be and if it helps me
get closer to reaching my goals. Or is the opportunity something that lights me up in
a whole new way that I feel my vision and goals changing? Does this keep my spark
burning?

And remember, it’s also okay to need space and
take a breather every now and then.
Read more about Megan at InASequoia.com.
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KRISTI
LING

How to Pinpoint What
Isn’t Working +
Small Victories

How do you let go of the chase for perfection?
Long ago, I was able to let go of chasing
perfection by changing my perspective on what
perfection actually is. Sometimes it’s just that
things worked out in spite of bumps in the
road – things working out, no matter how, is
always perfection. Sometimes perfection is the
lessons I learn when things don’t go the way I’d
hoped they would. What could be more perfect than learning and growing? Embracing
imperfection and changing the way we look at perfection makes all the difference.
How do you pinpoint what isn’t working?
You really have to be consciously and deliberately in tune with yourself to be regularly
pinpointing what isn’t working so you can create shifts, large and small, to keep you on
the path to your best life. When I was much younger, I didn’t pay nearly enough attention
to what I was tolerating in my life, and therefore, was living in a stressed out state of
constantly having my energy drained and feeling frustrated. When I started looking
carefully at what wasn’t working for me (even the small stuff), and making changes
accordingly, my life opened up in amazing ways. One of my missions now is to always be
mindfully “cleaning out my emotional closet” to make room for fabulous new things.
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How do you know when you’ve “arrived”
or finally “made it happen?”
I’m always celebrating. Small victories,
big accomplishments, and even just
the everyday. To me, waking up in the
morning is “arriving.” Every morning is a
chance to create fantastic things. Another
big thing for me that tells me I’m on
the right path is when I receive emails,
comments, or posts from people who read
my blog or take part in one of my courses telling me that something I shared made a
difference for them. This is like rocket fuel for me! It’s why I do what I do. When I know
that something I’ve said or written has helped one person, that’s the ultimate feeling of
“making it happen.”

Read more about Kristi at KristiLing.com.
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DANA
FOX
Just Give It
A Shot

How do you let go of the chase for perfection?
If you compare yourself to others, I think that
striving for perfection, or what you deem to
be the “right” way to do something, becomes
intensified. It’s easy to get wrapped up in
watching what other people are doing and try to
mimic something you believe they do perfectly.
If you live like that, you will constantly be in
the chase for perfection. Knowing that you are
unique and can craft your own life and methods,
instead of following a crowd, means that you
are perfect in your own way and don’t need to
impress or chase the idea of being “perfect”.
How do you pinpoint what isn’t working?
I’m a big fan of the “throw it at the wall and see if it sticks” method. I think that the best
way to see if something is working (or not working) is to put it out there and give it a
shot. You’ll never know otherwise. If something I have done doesn’t seem to be taking
off or working as planned, that’s when I know that it’s either time to toss the idea or rework it and try again.
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How do find the courage to jump into a new adventure?
I don’t usually just jump into something without doing a little research first. I like to make
sure I have the knowledge to dive into any new adventure before just jumping in. When
I am confident that it is something I still want to do after learning the basics, I just go for
it. I’m a very firm believer that I will never know unless I try, so I think that is where the
courage comes from.

How do you not get caught up in “doing it all?”
I am guilty of trying to do too many things at once, but as I said, I’m also a “see if it
sticks” type girl. Whatever is not working usually gets tossed so I can focus on the things
that actually are working, which may just be 2 or 3 things. It’s tough to not want to do
everything, because I find joy in that, but sometimes it helps to take a step back every
now and then and reevaluate the things that make you the most happy vs. the things
that don’t and remember to stick with the good ones. There is no need for stress.
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What are some things you’ve said ‘no’ to so you can focus on what’s most important
to you? What are you currently saying ‘no’ to?
For about 10 years all I did was custom design work for clients. It was my entire business
and I enjoyed it, however I had different plans for myself. I was constantly busy working,
and after a while it started to drain me. I wanted to do other things (a lot of other
things! Like this blog for one!) and turn my business into more of a passive income type
business. I started saying “no” to custom work and working with clients so I could focus
on my own plans. It was tough, and perhaps some people didn’t quite understand, but I
just couldn’t see myself or my business growing if I continued on that way.
How do you know when you’ve “arrived” or finally “made it happen?”
When I can sit back and feel confident that everything worked out the way it was
supposed to, that is when I know that something was a success. I think it’s a feeling
more than anything. Feeling completely content with yourself and just knowing.

Read more about Dana at TheWonderForest.com.
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ANASTASIA
AMOUR
Superwoman
Syndrome +
Feeling Happier

As a freelancer, I’m acutely aware of the pressure
to do it all and be it all. In my business, I wear all
the hats - marketing, design, admin, finance as
well as my actual role. It’s a lot to take on. And
whilst many of you aren’t freelancers or running
your own businesses, I think most of us can
relate to the desire and pressure to do it all and
not need any help.

It’s what I like to call
“Superwoman Syndrome”.
The pressure to be Superwoman can come from anywhere, but when it really matters is
when the pressure comes from within - when you’re certain that family will view you as
a failure if you can’t hold down the house and the kids with a full time job; when you’re
sure that your colleagues will see you as weak or unprofessional if you can’t handle the
high stress or when you’re worried that your partner will see you as a lesser person if
you let down the facade that you’re totally cool doing everything at once.
Fear can be paralysing. And when we’re afraid that people will view us differently if we
admit that we can’t, in fact, do it all, well... it gets messy. Fear is a powerful manipulator,
especially when we’re the ones in the driving seat of our own fears.
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But ask yourself - what would actually happen if you admitted to someone that
you couldn’t do it all? Would they offer you help or support? Would they look at a
compromise to allow you to work more efficiently or feel happier?

What’s the worst that could happen if you allowed
yourself to stop being Superwoman?
Allowing yourself the space to realise that you don’t have to be everything to everyone
and you don’t have to be everywhere at once will be one of the most freeing things you
can ever do for yourself, regardless of how deep into Superwoman Syndrome you are.
Whether you feel only a small degree of pressure to do it all or whether you feel as
though it’s piled up on your plate and it just keeps coming, decide now that you’ll allow
yourself to just be.
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Be who you are. Be honest about
who you are and what you can
handle at once, without feeling
ashamed that you can’t do it all
- because truthfully, no one can.
There might be people with more
on their plates than you who are
seemingly breezing through life,
but you can’t compare yourself to
others. Some people can handle
more stress than others, some
people have situations that make
it easier for them to take on more you just don’t know.
Your life is about you.
Once you admit to yourself and to those around you that you’re not a superwoman and
that it’s totally okay not to be, the next step is to re-assess your priorities.

Do you say ‘yes’ to too many things?
How would it feel to start saying ‘no’ to some of the pressures, responsibilities and
obligations you have so that sometimes, you could take time out for yourself; to recoup,
relax and re-energise?
Start thinking about what your life can be like when you drop the internal pressure to
be Superwoman, because you can 100% make it happen. To get you started, here are
some things that you should start saying ‘no’ to, and some things that you should
start saying ‘yes’ to instead.
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Say ‘no’ to:
•
•
•
•
•

Social obligations that you have no desire to go to.
Helping out that friend or colleague when you really don’t have time.
Feeling guilty for declining things.
Comparing yourself to how much other women take on.
Fear. You do enough. You are enough.

Say ‘yes’ to:
•
•
•
•
•

‘Me’ time - taking time out just for you to do something that you enjoy.
Confidence in who you are and knowing that what you do is enough.
Opportunities that you genuinely want to experience.
Experiences that will broaden your horizons.
piritual fulfilment, however that may come to you.

Read more about Anastasia at AnastasiaAmour.com.
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AMANDA
KRILL
Just Give It
A Shot

The thing about living on purpose is that it’s a
constant struggle. It never ends, and it’s something
you have to consciously do every single day.
You have to get out of bed in the morning ready to
say yes or no to everything that comes your way.
This sounds like such an easy thing – but it absolutely IS NOT.
Because there are expectations to live up to (yours and others). There are people to
make happy. And there are things to get done.

But you can’t say yes to everything. And sometimes
you have to say no to things that you’d really like
to do – but just can’t.
For me, that is the key to living on purpose. I have to find the balance between what will
move me further down the river and what is pulling me back like a giant anchor.
On any given day, I have a certain number of client expectations to deal with. And kids
to run to this and that. And meals to prepare. And laundry to do. And a house to keep
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clean. And appointments to keep. And a husband to love. And friends to be there for.
And family who just needs a call every now and then. And the overwhelming-ness of it
all is just sometimes too much.
And I have to say no.

I had to say no to my daughter being in Girl Scouts because she’s already in three other
activities and I have two other kids who have things going on too.
I had to say no to a client who would probably be a decent source of income because
every time I work on his project, I end up on the phone with him 20x a day and nothing
ever gets done.
I had to say no to volunteering in everyone’s classrooms at school because there just
aren’t enough hours in the day to get everything done (and remain sane).
But then there is the yes. How do I decide what gets a yes?
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There are times I say yes, even though for all the reasons listed above I should say no.
When I choose to ignore the reasons and say yes, it’s because the place in my gut that
tells me when things are right is screaming at me that it may seem like I don’t have time
for this…but it’s going to be a rock solid decision.
That knowing from my gut guides me. It tells me to run or stay fast.
And thank the Lord it does – because otherwise I’d be floating about unsure of what way
to go next.
Not that I’m not. Because sometimes I am floating. Sometimes I’m not sure which way is
the next step.
In those times when things just aren’t working…when it seems like I’m no more useful
than a blob…I start to toss things.
The moments of clarity arrive as I’m ditching the things that no longer work for me.
Whether it’s clothes that I don’t wear, or a stack of papers that required my attention a
month ago – tossing the clutter is a sure-fire way to get my fire stoked again.
Because I don’t know about you…but the fire inside me is just like any other fire. It needs
to be maintained. It has to be stoked. And it can be snuffed.
And this is exactly my point. Living on purpose every single day is the best way to keep
your fire burning. Taking care of yourself in an intentional way will always keep your
fire stoked. It will guide you to the best decisions for you. And it will help you find the
projects and people that will keep you moving forward.
I wrote another post about this kind of thing on my new project She Changes Everything
She Touches…check it out if you have time.

Read more about Amanda at AmandaKrill.com.
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DANIELLE
ZEIGLER
Real Life Struggles
+ Embracing
Imperfection

I’ve wanted to “live on purpose” before I even
fully understood what it meant. I mean, I have
“Memento Vivere” permanently inscribed on my
back as a reminder to live (like actually, fully live).
I’ve spent the last four years slowly and strategically
building the life I envisioned and trying to make
decisions more intentionally. While I have a lot
more figured out than I did when I graduated from
college, part of living on purpose, to me, is also
being open to the changes and new opportunities
that may come up. The questions below dig a little
deeper into what living on purpose means to me.
How do you let go of the chase for perfection?
I’ll probably always have to fight the chase for perfection to some degree. I’m very
Type-A, so it doesn’t come naturally. However, as I’ve started learning more about yoga,
meditation, and intentional living, it’s given me the perspective to see where my energy is
better spent.
Aside from just perspective, people don’t relate to perfection. People relate to real life
struggles, mistakes and how you overcome those imperfections. I believe in transparency
and honesty in business and in life. Perfection is only an illusion.
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I’m also a huge advocate for erasing
the stigma of mental health issues. I’m
open about my struggle with anxiety and
depression in the hopes that it will help
someone else. All of these things make
it a little easier to let go of the chase for
perfection. It just takes constant awareness
and mindfulness.
How do you know when you’ve “arrived”
or finally “made it happen?”
Getting positive feedback and referrals
from my clients are huge indicators.
Hearing “I’m so excited to work with you!”
or “Wow, your work has made SUCH a big
difference.” (real quotes!) lets me know I’m
doing what I ultimately set out to do- help
people chase their dreams.
How do you find the courage to jump into a new adventure?
I try to be strategic about the adventures I get into, but at the same time, I basically just
ask myself, “what’s the worst that could happen?” If the adventure feels right on some level,
I try to trust that feeling. If it doesn’t work out or I feel something isn’t right part-way
through, I re-evaluate. Sometimes you just have to accept failure or allow yourself to be
wrong and/or change your mind. You can’t forgo opportunities based on fear of negative
emotions.
How do you not get caught up in “doing it all?”
This is something I’m still coming to terms with. Having the right support system and
investing in the right tools are crucial. I think I finally hit a breaking point when I was
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working 12 hours a day, but didn’t feel like I was making any headway on some projects.
The next month, I started taking more time for myself and hired a developer and assistant
for a few hours a month. I stopped working during specific TV shows I wanted to watch,
started exercising more and spent more time relaxing with my fiance. You know what
happened? I nearly doubled my income that month.
What does living a life of meaning mean to you?
Living a life of meaning, or living on purpose, means living in alignment with my personal
beliefs and goals. I’ve spent a lot of time reading Danielle LaPorte’s Desire Map and
thinking about my “Core Desired Feelings.” She theorizes that what we’re truly chasing
is a feeling, not achieving a particular goal. I wanted to own my own business, but I was
really after flexibility, autonomy and creative freedom. For now, my biggest CDFs are
freedom, flow, inspired and wanderlust.
Am I doing something I love? Do I have freedom and flexibility? Am I helping others? I crave the
ability to work from anywhere. My family is 900+ mile away, so I value the ability to visit
for 3 weeks at a time if I want.
What are some things you’ve said ‘no’ to so you can focus on what’s most important
to you? What are you currently saying ‘no’ to?
I’ve said no to high-paying potential clients who didn’t align with my beliefs. I’ve had the
opportunity to work with numerous food and beverage companies, but didn’t agree with
the ingredients they were using so I politely declined.

Read more about Danielle at DanielleZeigler.com.
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CORRINE
DOBBAS
Less Dreading and
More “Tuning In”

How do you let go of the chase for perfection?
By remembering that there’s no such thing as
perfect. And that once you get to that “perfect
place” there’s always another “perfect” you want to
get to. The cycle is never ending. It’s the same for
happiness, and the “I’ll be happy when…” mindset.
I’ll be happy when I get that job, make more money,
lose 10 pounds, get engaged, make more friends…
And then when you finally get there (to your
“when”) – there’s something else you want now, and you’re not happy. Or, not as happy
as you thought you would have been.
Whether you’re chasing after perfection or happiness – you’re focused on the outcome –
not the journey and that’s really the biggest block preventing us from being happy in the
now. And when we’re not happy in the now, it’s hard to get to where we want to go and
stay there.
How do you pinpoint what isn’t working?
I know something isn’t working when I dread doing it. If I feel no excitement, pride, joy or
gratitude during the process or when it’s done, then something definitely needs to change.
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Pay attention to your intuition and your
heart. Really observe and tune-in. Because
when you start to truly pay attention, you’ll
know if something is or isn’t right for you.
And most importantly, remember that it’s
about what works for you. We’re all unique
souls and something that works fabulously
for your bff, may not work for you and
that’s okay!
Tune-in, find teachers, mentors, coaches,
books, lectures, programs and peers who
inspire you and light you up. Experiment
with their teachings and see what works
for you. Take what you love and leave what
you don’t. Life is our biggest teacher and
it’s up to each of us to learn (and practice)
what specifically works for us and to
continually grow.
How do you identify your spark? Do you have any rituals that help you return to your
truest, most centered self?
When something lights me up and makes me feel alive I’d say that’s my spark. During
(and after) client coaching calls and talks, I feel that spark and am full of so much
gratitude for it.
The three most powerful daily rituals that allow me to stay grounded, centered, and
peaceful are my meditation practice, long nature walks with my pups, and my gratitude
journal. These practices help you stay in the present – no worrying about the future or
stressing about the past. The more we can live in the present, the more alive, calm, and
peaceful we feel.
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How do you not get caught up in “doing it all?”
Creating boundaries (in all areas of life) has been an overarching theme for me this year
– and it’s been amazing. When you start to create boundaries for yourself, you’re saying
(to the Universe) that you believe you’re worth it. And when you believe you’re worth it,
others will too.
At this time in my life, I know myself well enough to recognize what I can handle and
what I can’t. I also know that I need to live in peace, calm, and love instead of stress,
chaos, and frantic energy – and if I start taking on more than I can handle, then I’m going
to end up in living in a space that feels frantic. And in that frantic energy, I’m not serving
others or myself.
You know yourself better than anyone else. If something doesn’t energize your soul, or
you know that it’ll put you in a frantic space, create boundaries and don’t be afraid to
decline with gratitude.
What does living a life of meaning mean to you? Paint us a picture.
I don’t know if I’ll be able to paint you a picture, but I do know that living a life of meaning
means choosing love over fear – and sharing it. And, that we each have our own special
meaning. Our own distinctive journey with our own lessons, challenges, and struggles
that we’ve faced and overcome.
When we can show up, each day, willing to see others (and ourselves) with empathy and
compassion, willing to give back, using our own unique gifts – in even the smallest of ways
– we’re sharing what we’ve learned and what we’ve found meaningful in our journey for a
greater purpose. And when that happens, we’re spreading light, love, and positive energy
and that, to me, is what a life of meaning is all about – letting fear go and allowing love in.

Read more about Corinne at CorinneDobbas.com.
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JESSICA
LAWLOR
I’m Not for
Everyone + Neither
Are You

You know what can really hurt sometimes?
Getting negative feedback about something you’ve
created. Losing followers online. Unsubscribes from
your newsletter. Hearing that someone has said
something mean or untrue about you.
Here’s an example: last week I crafted my first-ever
Get Gutsy blog community survey. For the most
part, the results have been fantastic. I’m learning
A TON about what you want, what you enjoy and
what could make the Get Gutsy experience even
better for you.
However, on the flip side, there have been just a handful of comments that made me
stop in my tracks and go “HUH?!” But after that initial sting and singing “Hater’s gonna
hate, hate, hate” in my head a couple of times, I tell myself to get over it.
I remind myself of the following:

I am not for everyone.
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As much as I’d love for everyone to
like me and my blog, it’s simply not
the case.
We cannot let the opinions of
others’ define our worth.
You are not for everyone, too.
There will always be people out
there who don’t like you for one
reason or another. Perhaps it’s
jealously; maybe it’s simply that
they don’t agree with your thinking,
but in any case it really doesn’t
matter.
It’s OKAY. A good thing, even!
•

When someone unsubscribes
from my newsletter, it hurts for a moment and then I tell myself, “This makes space
for someone who *really* wants to hear your message and engage with the community.”

• When I received that negative blog feedback through the survey, I let it bother me for a
couple of minutes (I’m human, after all!) and then remind myself that people have the
right not to like every single thing I post on the blog. Instead, I choose to focus on serving those who do enjoy the blog and making their experience even more meaningful.
Because here’s the thing:

You create more joy in your life when you let go of
worrying about what everyone else thinks.
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Don’t get me wrong, it’s not easy to stop caring. It’s something I work toward a little
more each and every day. But there’s certainly freedom in letting go. In not caring
anymore. In giving up striving for that unattainable level of perfection.

You create more joy in your life when you embrace
and accept who you truly are, regardless of
outside opinions.
That is what living on purpose means to me.
Staying true to who you are, despite what everyone else may think.
There are naysayers, people who may try to knock you down and those who simply
won’t understand your journey. This is where you have to dig deep to find that inner
peace and calm within yourself to be confident in your decisions, path and who you
really are.
Step out of your comfort zone and allow your true self to shine.
I know you can do it.
“Don’t let the noise of others’ opinions drown out your own inner voice.”
—Steve Jobs

Read more about Jessica at JessicaLawlor.com.
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MOLLY
MOGREN
Take Action. Done
Is Better than
Perfect.

How do you let go of the chase for perfection?
Once upon a time (okay, up until 18 months
ago), I was paralyzed by the idea of putting
anything out there that wasn’t perfect. This is
especially challenging as a writer because you
can revise something one million times and it’s
never going to be perfect.
Last year, I enrolled in an entrepreneurial course
called Studio/E. One of the biggest takeaways
for me was the idea of just starting. Have an
idea? Don’t hem and haw about every little thing.

Just start. Take action. Done is better than perfect.
This blog, Hey Eleanor, is the perfect example of just starting. I’d been thinking about
doing it for nearly a year. I had great ideas, but what I didn’t have was a website. As long
as I didn’t have a site, I didn’t have jack squat. So on September 1, 2013, I decided to just
start. I gave myself one month to build and publish my site. Whatever I had on October
1, 2014 was going live, perfect or not.
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It wasn’t perfect, but I did have something good enough to publish by my deadline. A
year later and I am still working on making my site better. But in the meantime, I’ve been
able to build a dedicated following and a name for myself as a writer. No one seems to
notice all my site’s imperfections (well, except for me).
Do you have any rituals that help you return to your truest, most centered self?
I’ve discovered the biggest thing that keeps me from feeling centered is my ever-growing
list of tasks. You know, boring stuff, like errands.
So when I start feeling overwhelmed, I take a half or sometimes full day and tackle all
the crap that’s clouding my mind-- dropping off dry cleaning, getting a car wash (interior
and exterior, preferably! This one is my favorite, btw.), bringing stuff to the post office,
calling stupid Comcast. Often times, just making an appointment I’ve been putting off
helps clear my mind (example: dental visit).
I’ve found once I’ve cleared away those tasks, my brain can breathe again. That’s when I
feel the best about myself and the least distracted. That’s when I can tap into my truest,
most centered self, if you will.
How do find the courage to jump into a new adventure?
First and foremost, I trust my gut.
Second, rarely do people just stumble upon greatness. In order to make great things
happen, you can’t sit back and wait for them to happen to you. You have to jump. That’s
incentive enough for me.
Most recently, I took a leap of faith and quit a pretty amazing job. My friend and mentor
Dana Cowin once told me, “It can be very depressing to be unemployed, but I think it’s
more depressing to be badly employed.” It wasn’t that I had a bad job, but it no longer fit
me. I needed a change.
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I think Dana’s idea translates to a lot of areas-- relationships, hobbies, work. It’s worse to
settle than to strive for greatness. Just that idea gives me courage.
What are some things you’ve said ‘no’ to so you can focus on what’s most important to
you? What are you currently saying ‘no’ to?
When I quit my job, I was feeling creatively tapped, emotionally zapped and didn’t have
the time or energy to work on Hey Eleanor.

Thus far, self-employment has been great (flexible schedule! Ability to focus on what I
love to do! Working from home!), but scary. Though I do have some income rolling it, it’s
nowhere near what I was making full-time.
I promised myself I wouldn’t just take on any old freelance writing gigs just because of
money. If I said yes to everything, I’d find myself in the same position I was just a month
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ago: creatively tapped with no time to spend on my own projects. Except this time, I’d
also have to deal with invoicing and juggling many projects with different entities instead
of just collecting a paycheck.
So as of right now, I haven’t been actively seeking writing gigs. I’ve taken on two small
projects that have rolled my way and fit with my brand, but have said no to many that
weren’t inline with my brand. It’s been hard to say no to perfectly fine opportunities, but I
know it’s the right decision right now. I’m being selective.
(Talk to me in a few months and I might be eating these words.)
What do you always say “yes” to?
I always say yes to a new adventure, especially travel. My husband and I are thinking
about kids in the next few years, so things that require a little more time and planning
are high on my list of priorities. Precisely why we are going to Australia & New Zealand
in January. That’s a challenging trip to take once kids are in the picture.
It’s not always easy to say yes to adventures, even when they sound fun. I’d argue
ESPECIALLY when they seem fun. I think a lot of us feel “having fun” isn’t accepted
culturally as a good use of time, especially if it means taking time off work.
That’s part of the reason I started Hey Eleanor... I’m basically forced to say yes to
adventure. I’m trying to turn it into my job. How cool is that?

Read more about Molly at HeyEleanor.com.
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CAYLEE
PUGH
Brave Choices

What does living a life of meaning mean to you?
Paint us a picture.
To live meaningful lives, I believe we all need to be
the architect of our own existence. What I mean
by this is that we shouldn’t give our power away
to other people for them to make big decisions for
us. Society as a whole, colleagues, negative family
members- they all have opinions on how we should
live our lives. How what we’re doing is wrong or
that we should change to be more like them.
Everyone has these different personal influences in their lives, and that’s okay. The point is
to harness the power in yourself to live the version of life that you find to be meaningful,
regardless of what others believe. Create a lifestyle upon the foundations of your own
forms of purpose and happiness.
For me, a meaningful life would not involve a traditional job where I have to work for
someone else and abide by their rules. If you can’t tell, I’m not fond of rules! In my
version, I would get to help and inspire people with my own business while having the
freedom to spend time traveling the world with my family. I’d want to take my future kids
on month-long backpacking trips and go on language immersion vacations with them!
Quality time with my loved ones is so important to me, and I would never want a career
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that kept me from that. I would rather
live in a tiny cottage full of love than have
millions of dollars without any strong
personal relationships. A life of meaning is
all about figuring out what you value most
and then prioritizing those aspects.
Do you have any rituals that help you
return to your truest, most centered self?
I’m honestly obsessed with developing my
passions and exploring the process of selfimprovement. I continuously try to discover
the hidden angles of my personality. Even
when I’m 80 years old, I think I’ll still be
trying to find the truest version myself. To
me, it’s a fun hobby! I’m sure I’ll learn so
much about my heart and soul throughout
the future, but for now I stay centered by:
Meditating for ten minutes daily – Playing
the ukulele – Doing yoga 2-3 times per week – Writing my heart out – Creating art –
Laughing with my boyfriend – Traveling abroad – Dancing like it’s my air – Being in nature
– Coming to terms with the fact that my true self is uninhibited and impulsive, for better
or for worse, and accepting all that comes with those traits!
How do find the courage to jump into a new adventure?
You can strategize and think through all the details of a new adventure for months upon
months, but you’ll probably still feel crazy anxious about starting it. Anything worth doing
will make your palms sweat and your pulse quicken. So, as with most things in life, what it
all comes down to is just doing it. If you’ve been pondering a new life adventure for some
time, my cheat is to spend some money on it to get the ball rolling.
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When I was going back-and-forth about teaching in Vietnam, I finally decided to just buy
the plane ticket. I blocked all nervous thoughts out of my head as I put in my credit card
information and then quickly hit “send.” The ticket was nonrefundable, so I knew there
was no looking back! Instead of continuing to stall, now, the only option I had was to start
planning and preparing for my move to Vietnam in a month. Continuing to be stuck in
fear was not an option.
So just decide that it’s okay to not have the perfect plan ready or a 100% guarantee of
how things will turn out. Choose a life of adventure, because taking the leap is all part of
what makes life exciting. From my experience, you’ll never regret an adventure that feels
intuitively aligned with your heart and soul.
What do you always say “yes” to?
I say yes to cuddling with my boyfriend, cocktails with funky names like “Mad Hatter” and
“Moscow Mule,” and going on cross-country road trips. I say yes to leaving my worries
at the door of the yoga studio and feeling my body get stronger and more flexible by the
week. I say yes to dancing like an absolute crazy person to Michael Jackson and Journey.
I say yes to any big, new adventure that comes my way. To coffee and conversations with
friends. To working towards my dream career and making the bravest choices for myself.
And I always say yes to living a life of purpose.

Read more about Caylee at GutsyGirlLiving.com.
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KELSEY
GRANT

Radical Self
Love Goodness

What does living a life of meaning mean to you?
Paint us a picture.
To me a life of meaning means living in accordance
to what feels good to my soul. Every single time I
create, act and dive into life from a place of soulful,
heart filled alignment I experience a profound rush
of meaning. It is in these times when I come from
this alignment I am in true giving mode.
I am focused on giving, generosity and being a
positive contribution in any way I can. To me meaning is derived from the impact I leave.
Living a life full of meaning can be otherwise stated as living a life dedicated to leaving
things better than when I arrived, leaving a positive impact and leaving the resonance of
love, intimacy and inspiration wherever I go and whatever I do.
How do you identify your spark? Do you have any rituals that help you return to your
truest, most centered self?
My spark is identified as a feeling of ease in my body. When I feel open, expansive and
radiant I have aligned with my truth and, as a result, my spark is activated. My rituals for
heart and soul alignment are simple self-love habits that make a massive difference.
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My non-negotiables:
MeditationEven if it’s only 3 or 5 minutes. It is my time
to connect with my higher self, to practice
the art of receiving and to reflect, ground
and get out of my head and into my heart.
HydrationMy body, mind and spirit thrive when my
body is well hydrated. Hydration allows me
to feel energized, alert and fully present.
GratitudeMy practice of gratitude varies since one
of my top values is variety. I like to mix it
up, but anyway I mix it the gratitude flows
abundantly every day. Sometimes I make
lists, sometimes in my meditation I chat
with my higher self and express my gratitude, sometimes I gratitude blast people as I
walk by them on the streets and thank them for being and contributing to the goodness
of the world, sometimes I have heart to heart chats with the people in my life and thank
them for who they are to me, sometimes I write anonymous love letters and fill them with
gratitude and gift them to strangers.
Movement/ExerciseThe type of movement is often irrelevant for me, but it is a must for keeping my energy
clear, high vibing and flowing freely. If I miss out on exercise the excess energy begins to
bank itself in my body and mind. This unnecessary energetic clutter distracts me from my
purpose and living my truth- so I get my body moving. I dance in the living room, hit up
the gym, go for walks or head to yoga. Whatever I choose to do, is what I need most in
the moment. I honour my body and listen to what it asks for.
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What are some things you’ve said ‘no’ to so you can focus on what’s most important
to you? What are you currently saying ‘no’ to?
Throughout my journey, I’ve had to say no to a lot of people, situations, circumstances
and opportunities. The word no has become one of my main keys to freedom, happiness
and joy. I have come to learn “It is an act of love for me to say no.” For in saying no to
something or someone that is truly not aligned for me I open myself up to come into
alignment with that which I seek AND I also set the other person free to attract someone
or something that is a perfect match for their desires.

Currently, I am saying no to:
1. Drama
2. Lack, limitation and fear.
3. And anything that doesn’t feel good on a soul level. I can proudly say I have a kickass relationship to my intuition and this relationship to my inner guidance has only
strengthened by having the courage to say no to the things that insult my soul. I have zero
time or tolerance for anyone or anything that is trying to manipulate, restrict or derail the
potential we all are born with.
What do you always say “yes” to?
I always say yes to the experience of expansion, openness, kindness and compassion.
I always say yes to love.
How do you pinpoint what isn’t working?
I pinpoint what isn’t working based on how my gut/intuition feels about it. When things
are working there is a distinct free flow of energy surging through the circumstances,
situations and people involved. I feel expanded, energized, open and receptive. When fear
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creeps in and attempts to derail the flow of love, the expansive giving nature of love is
halted. In its place takes the experience of contraction, restriction, lack and limitation.
If ever my mind goes to: How can I get? What is in it for me? There is no way out. I can’t
do this. I’m not enough. I don’t have what it takes…I know I have temporarily stepped out
of my alignment. My quest as a leader of love is to gently and kindly bring myself back to
the space of internal alignment so that I can get on being great with people and making a
soulful difference in the world.
How do you know when you’ve “arrived” or finally “made it happen?”
Again I know this based on how it feels. Having arrived is highly subjective and I believe
will be defined differently by everyone. To me knowing I have arrived or made it happen
is based on the feeling of expansion in my heart. I know I have made it when my heart
swells with gratitude, love and compassion. When I can look into the eyes of a client,
family member or friend and see the active energy of love swirling in their eyes and in
their hearts.
I know I have made it every time I hold the space for love to return in another and anytime
I create the conditions for love to thrive within my own experience.
When I feel the love, bliss and gorgeous expansion of love I know I have arrived and I am
not only living on purpose, but absolutely rocking my purpose here on this planet.

Read more about Kelsey at KelseyGrant.com.
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BONUS ARTICLES
By Danielle
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How To Reach
Your Goals Starting Today

When I was in my twenties (and let’s be honest,
early thirties) I probably filled 15 journals with Very
Big Ideas and Plans That Would Change My Life.
I’d sit on the tiny balcony of the apartment I shared
with two friends, work through a few glasses a
pinot, and scrawl list after list of things I wanted to
do and places I wanted to go.
Lose 10 pounds!
Find the love of my life! (must have six pack)
Get a raise and an office with a window!
I had no shortage of Big Ideas but birthdays would come and go, the journal would fill up,
and I’d be no closer to done than I was when first wrote that list.
I spent years trying on different careers and different relationships, chasing big ideas
without really getting anywhere or ever really crossing the big things off my Life To Do
List. I struggled to discover what I really wanted and I then I struggled some more trying
to actually make it happen.
But when I turned 33 something finally clicked inside me. At 33 you are really, truly,
actually an adult. I could no longer chalk up my lack of follow through to ‘my crazy
twenties.’ All around me, friends were getting promoted at jobs they loved, marrying
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amazing people, and just generally growing up. It was high time I stopped fantasizing
about the life I wanted and take action on some of those (many) lists and plans I’d been
making.
But how does one go from a chronic list-maker and wisher to a doer? I read every selfdevelopment book under the sun. I cleared my mind and heart. Most of all, I spent four
years earning my PsyD in Psychology.
These days, I wake up happy. I know what I want and - even better - I know how to get it.
I know how to go from idea to done - in every area of my life.
I wrote about this (and lots of other great things) in my new book Soul Sessions: A 5-week
Guide to Crafting Greater Joy and Making Big Things Happen In Life. Here, as a bit of a sneak
peek, are five ways you can get started on making your dreams happen.

1. Make sure your idea is something you’re really,
actually passionate about
Are you chasing this dream because it speaks to the very heart of you? Because you can’t
imagine life without it? Because you don’t feel like yourself unless you’re doing this?
Or are you chasing it out of obligation? Or societal expectation? Before you get started,
get honest with yourself about why you’re doing this.

2. Phrase your idea in an attainable way
It’s hard to reach a goal if you can’t recognized when you’re achieved it. When you’re
talking about your dreams and goals, make sure there’s an endzone. “I want to sign a book
deal,” “I want to buy a two-bedroom condo in Cathedral Hill,” “I want to do five pull ups.”
These are much more attainable than “I want to get in shape” and “I want to be
successful in my field.”
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2. Break that dream down into tiny steps
Don’t write “Quit job and travel for six months” on your daily to-do list. Write “renew
passport” or “apply for Thai visa.” You get the idea! When you make things small and
attainable you’re more likely to stay inspired and on-track.

3. Hold yourself
accountable
Give yourself deadlines. Tell your friends
what you’re up to so they’ll ask about it.
If necessary, spend money on classes,
coaches, equipment. When you show the
Universe you’re serious, life aligns itself
with your desires.

4. Be gentle with yourself when you fall off the
wagon (it’ll happen)
You’re gloriously, beautifully human. You’re going to miss the occasional spin class, eat
the occasional donut, make the occasional impulse purchase. That doesn’t mean you’re
incapable of reigning in your finances or getting healthy.
Dust yourself off and climb back on.

5. Celebrate little wins
You landed a new freelance client? Have friends over for brunch. Ran every day this
week? You deserve a pedicure. Sent out 10 agent query letters? You deserve a nice meal
out. Your efforts deserve to be acknowledged!
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Now that you know how you can get closer to your dreams, tell me: what’s always in the
back of your mind? What do you want to do but keep telling yourself you don’t have the
time for?
Yes, that.
It needs you and your spirit needs it.
Dedicate yourself to it.
Set your sights on it. Get it in your crosshairs. You will not realize your dream if you keep
giving your current, less-than-ideal-situation all of your energy and leaving your passion
project to wait till you “find the time.”
Make it happen.
Because I am so completely convinced that you can make your dreams and ideas
happen too, I created a pair of downloadable worksheets you can use to climb that ‘done’
mountain, one step at a time. Pop over check out my new book and download the Make
It Happen: Daily, Weekly and Yearly worksheets and start inching from idea to done.
Your life is waiting.

Originally published on TheFreckledFox.com.
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Is This It?
5 Ways to Find
Your True
Purpose

Stop me if this sounds familiar. You’ve got a decent job. It pays the bills and you like your
co-workers well enough. That relationship you’re in? It’s good! It’s fine. You’re not, like,
on fire or anything but you feel supported and appreciated. Your apartment is in a nice
neighbourhood. You don’t fight with your sister (anymore) and your friends are always up
for a good time.
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Your life is good (but it’s not great.) You’re haunted by that “is this it?” feeling. You worked
hard for this perfectly nice life and you hate that you’re constantly chasing more.
On those overcast Sunday nights and on odd Tuesday afternoons you find yourself
asking “Am I living my purpose?” Without sitting down over a bottle of Pinot, I’m not
sure I could answer your question, but the fact that you’re here? Reading this? Leads me
to believe you suspect that you’re not.
If you’re not sure that you’re living your purpose, here are five ways to find it and live it.

1. Remember what you loved as a child

Back when you were a kiddo, you didn’t take on a hobby to network or because you
knew it was a marketable skill. You took dance classes because you loved the way you
felt mid-leap. You loved painting because it made you feel creative. You loved the chills
you got from reading the Goosebumps series.
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The essence of who you are and what your purpose is lies in those childhood truths.
Remember who and what you loved at that age. Commit to exploring some of those
hobbies and interests again.

2. Take note of when you feel joy

Joy can take us by surprise. We’re chatting with the barista and suddenly bathed in a
feeling of well-being. We’ve lugging two bags of produce home from the farmers’ market
on a cloudy afternoon and we find ourselves grinning.
When you have those moments of connection and down-to-the-bone happiness, take
note. Try to hone in on what, exactly, is thrilling you. Do you feel joy at the thought of
creating a meal from that produce and feeding the family you love? Do you feel joy
because you befriended the new barista and made her feel welcome?
Examine those moments. Turn them over in your hand. Hold them in your heart + mind.
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3. Take note of when you’re avoiding something
or someone

Similarly, notice your avoidance. Your spin class, scheduling social media updates, your
sister-in-law – why are you putting those off? What about those duties and relationships
chafes you?
When we understand why we avoid something, we can delegate or deal as needed.
Maybe you’re avoiding spin class because you’re not the best in the class and failure
makes you feel vulnerable. Maybe you embarrassed yourself the last time you saw your
sister-in-law and you can’t quite pull your foot out of your mouth.
Take time to separate the issues that should be worked through and the duties, activities,
and people that should be lovingly, respectfully culled from your life.
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4. Reconsider the ‘givens’ in your life

The distance between you and your purpose is paved with imaginary obligations and
expectations. There are so many aspects of modern life that we view as ‘givens’ – going
to college, working a 9-5 job, getting married, owning a home, having kids, even owning
a car.
None of these are requirements to be a human being worthy of love and respect.
Sometimes, pursuing your purpose means reassessing your life and making changes.
You’d be amazed at the freedom that can accompany a review and recalibration of those
‘obligations’ you’re not actually obligated to pursue.
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5. Make your joy a priority

Now that you’re a bit closer to knowing what makes you joyful (and what doesn’t), you
need to make it a priority. Schedule it into your day. Spend money on it. Talk about it.
Find like-minded people and support each other.
Surprisingly enough, joy doesn’t just happen.
It’s time to make your happiness a priority.

Originally published on MoveNourishBelieve.com.
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CLOSING WORD
Can you feel that?
It’s your life becoming
a little more purposeful
and a lot more amazing.
I so hope you enjoyed this and discovered
tons of helpful ideas to make your dayto-day just a bit more wonderful. If you’re
ready for bigger, deeper changes - I’d love
to help.

BUY NOW
And if you liked this, you might also love
Heavy Expectations, Why I Stopped
Comparing Myself to Others and 4 Signs
You Should Breakup with Him. What you
want is waiting on the other side of this
screen.
Love,
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